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TEXT BY Anna B. Scott

IT’S IN THE DETAILS. Effortless, few and far between, they screech, no, holla: “Be specific,
young man!” And so it is witnessing a Paul Outlaw performance. Specific, well manicured,
yet wild in palette and materials, the works of Paul Outlaw stretch across a few decades,
always pointing to a wry sense of fortune. Like a pirate cast into the sea of his own life,
Outlaw discovers booty left by those much too faint of heart to unbury the chests of pain
and torture that are the black experience in the United States. That he finds joy only
attests to the specificity of his excavations. 

The joy is not in the material. The joy is in knowing that many chose to survive
and passed down this sensibility for any strong enough to learn it, earn and use it. Paul
Outlaw finds joy in forcing you to re-witness the terrible, the atrocious, because it is part of
your American dream. If one is to fully enjoy the bounty of the morass called race, then one
must be ready and willing to accept their allotment of the horrifically sublime. 

Time gasps for a respite in the world of The Late, Late Show, Outlaw’s ambitious
“supernatural musical,” whose third act will be unveiled in this C.O.L.A. showcase.
Terrorized by cogitations of the protagonist, Porphyrion, chronology literally gives up the
ghost, leading the audience through sequences of racial trauma that account for numerous
collective nightmares we shake off each morning. Neither day nor night, so late it is early,
The Late, Late Show accrues memory at the same time that it dispenses it. You could say
that it was liminal, but that would be a cop-out. Porphyrion is there, ever present and just
as in the dark as to his predicament as we. His hindsight, however, is not 20/20; it is homo-
graphical, at once an invertible transformation from a projective space and a one-to-one 
correspondence of the sound of a man drowning in his own recollections to the written 
pronouncements of his survival. Paul Outlaw: He doth excise genteel notions of theatrical
distance with the precision of a tailor laying waste to herringbone. 

It starts in boarding school. Actually, it starts in juxtaposition; one I have lived
myself. It starts for Outlaw in his apartment in the projects in NYC during holiday from
his posh school. Without the surplus value accrued through years of unpaid labor, places
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Berserker, 2004
Highways Performance 
Space, Santa Monica, CA. 
Photo: Ray Busmann
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like Exeter, Andover and St. Paul’s would have never been built. So maybe his story, this
meticulous re-accounting, begins on the Mayflower. No, it might have begun already a few
centuries ahead of where we now find ourselves. Outlaw is eternal. He hollas through time,
back and forth to his trans-dimensional selves, always careful to gather them all just in
time for the show. 

He is legion. 
So it starts on the dotted line, in the crossed T. Intersectional and contractual,

Outlaw’s body of work is transgressive only in so far as it demands your signature to con-
tinue. No, it is not suspension of disbelief. It is full, complete acquiescence of your right to
disbelieve, for we know that witnessing his many fabled characters people a stage is as real
as the seat under our collective ass. 

It starts with an agreement to forage and pillage simultaneously. What else is a
“well-rounded“ education? Fluent in Latin in high school, Outlaw began his career as a time
traveller and trans-dimensional shape shifter with a vengeance. Oratory requires not only
a vocal dexterity but also a physicality of consequences. Each breath reformulates the body,
casts it into the meaning of the intonations. Again, this precision leads to outlaw behavior,
to piracy. Paul Outlaw does not steal away, he simply steals, with verve and grace, inton-
ing, seducing the body forward through time, who would be the rightful owner of the gems
falling from his lips. 

Straight into his hands, then his pockets. Aye, matey, he be salty, that one. 

The Late, Late Show: 

Porphyrion’s Revenge, 2010
Highways Performance 
Space, Santa Monica, CA. 
Photo: Sonia Oleniak
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Born in New York City
Lives and works in Los Angeles, CA

Education
BFA, NYU Tisch School of the Arts, 

New York, NY

Exhibitions/Performances
2011 What Did I Do to Be So Black and… 

(a dream I had/after falling 

asleep/with the Fox News channel 

on), LACE (Los Angeles Contem- 
porary Exhibitions), Los Angeles,
CA, and Highways Performance 
Space/The Empowerment Center 
for Youth, West Hollywood, CA 
(solo performance). Video and 
music: Paul Outlaw. Costume and 
objects: Curt Lemieux. Maskmaker, 
set and objects: Joe Seely 

2010 Under Glass, Silent Movie Theater, 
Los Angeles, CA (collaboration 
between Paul Outlaw, composer 
Carl Stone, video artist Carole Kim) 

The Late, Late Show: “Porphyrion’s
Revenge” (Act I) & “Porphyrion in 
Love” (Act II), Highways Perfor- 
mance Space, Santa Monica, 
CA (solo performance)

2003– Berserker (solo performance), various 
2008 venues including San Francisco 

Fringe Festival, Blaktino Queer  
Performance Festival at North- 
western University, Evanston, IL 

1995– Here Be Dragons (solo performance)
1999 including Out on the Edge Festival, 

Boston, MA; Friends of Italian 
Opera, Berlin, Germany 
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Introduction

INDIVIDUAL CREATIVE professionals like the ones celebrated in this catalog drive the Los
Angeles economy with innovative ideas, visionary drive energy, and unique production con-
cepts. One out  of nearly every eight jobs in our region belongs to LA’s “Creative Economy,”
and master creative professionals like: Lynne Berman, Martin Durazo, Heather Flood,
Diane Gamboa, Mark Steven Greenfield, Steve Hurd, Joseph Mattson, Maryrose Mendoza,
Rika Ohara, Paul Outlaw, and Raphael Xavier, who sustain L.A.’s economic and cultural
vitality by adding their genius to our region’s 4th largest business sector.

Even without the 2011 statistics cited above (from the Otis College of Arts and
Design, which commissioned the Los Angeles Economic Development Corporation), we rec-
ognize on a daily, relational, or situational basis that Los Angeles is a vital center of global
prominence because it is stacked with artists, writers, actors, musicians, media-makers,
dancers, designers, and fabricators feeding the enthusiasm of residents and tourists.

The maintenance of L.A.’s reputation as a vibrant place to work and enjoy a “full-
color” life is in part due to the fact that public money is available to develop diverse busi-
nesses, opportunities, and activities. The City of Los Angeles Department of Cultural Affairs
(DCA) supports fellowship honors for creative professionals and grant contracts for creative
businesses because these agents bring multiple, regenerative qualities to our lives—
revitalizing individual souls by fostering a senses of self, empathy, and destiny; energizing
family education and adventures; redeveloping the forms and functions of desirable 
products; reinforcing shared beliefs; stimulating neighborhoods; and animating a powerful
economy.

The eleven master artists honored in this catalog represent a small part of L.A.’s
giant spectrum of creative workers, individuals who deserve recognition for their ideals and
endurance. DCA’s Grants Administrative Division was formed in 1981 as a response to the
overwhelming need to support Los Angeles cultural organizations and artists as key cata-
lysts in the synergy of our City. DCA’s granting process is community driven. We ask local
art experts, educators, and community leaders to serve as peer panelists for the review of
applications. The makeup of these panels changes each year to ensure a fair and broad-
minded selection of proposals. DCA has awarded honors in the visual arts for the past four-
teen years, in the performing arts for eleven years, and in literary arts for seven years.

We congratulate 2012’s fellows for their remarkable careers and contributions.
These artists proudly bear our collective responsibility to uphold creative ingenuity and
promise.

Olga Garay-English
Executive Director

Joe Smoke
Grants Administration Division Director
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